
PROPERTIES 
OF
WATER 



What are 
the different 

types of 
bonds?



Answer: • Hydrogen

• Ionic

• Covalent



Describe 
Ionic, 

Covalent, 
and 

Hydrogen 
Bonds



Answer: • Ionic: Transfer of Electrons, held together by + and -
charges.

• Covalent: Sharing Electrons

– Polar (unequal sharing)  and Non Polar (equal sharing) versions.

• Hydrogen: a type of Covalent bond where the positive 
and negative molecules attract.



Covalent 
Bonds May 
be polar or 
nonpolar?

• True

• False



Answer • True



How many 
electrons can 

fit on the first 
three electron 

shells of an 
atom?

• 17

• 12

• 19

• 18



Answer: • 18

• 2, 8, & 8



Practice 
Question: 
Be able to 
tell what 

type of bond 
will occur.

• Freddy wants to bond Potassium (K) to Chlorine (Cl) to 
make Potassium Chloride but doesn't know what type 
of bond it is. You can help them by doing some simple 
math. You know that the answer is an _________ bond 
because the electronegativity difference is _______. 

• Ionic, 2.34

• Hydrogen Bond, 5.67

• Polar Covalent, .63

• Non Polar Covalent, .35



Answer: • Ionic, 2.34



What type of 
bond loosely 

connects 
two water 
molecules 
together?

• Polar Covalent

• Non-polar covalent

• Ionic

• Hyrdrogen



Answer: • Polar Covalent



What 
CAUSES 

water to be 
a polar 

molecule?

• It has opposite + and – ends.

• It stick to other water molecules.

• It sticks to things other than water like glass and leaves

• There is equal sharing of electrons within the water 
molecule.



Answer: • It has opposite = and – ends.

• This is due to unequal sharing of electrons in the 
molecule.



What type of 
bonds hold 

molecules of 
water 

together?



Answer: • Hydrogen Bonds



T/F:
The 

Hydrogen 
atom in 

water has a 
- Charge



Answer • False the Oxygen has the negative charge.



Lipids, like fats and oils, are non-
polar. Jeff does an experiment at home 

and pours different liquids into bowls of 
water to see if the liquids are polar or 

non-polar. She notices that vegetable oil 
will pool together and not mix with the 
water when added to it. Jeff tests food 

coloring and she notices the food coloring 
mixes and spreads out evenly when 

added to the water. Which of the 
following conclusions about food coloring 

are justified from this experiment?

• Food Coloring is 
non polar 

• Food coloring is 
polar

• Vegetable oil is 
polar

• Vegetable oil is 
non polar



Answer: • Vegetable oil is non polar and food coloring is polar



Describe 
Cohesion

& 
Adhesion!



Answer: • Cohesion is when water sticks to water

• Adhesion is when water sticks to other things.



The other day, Freddy was at 
the pool. Freddy tried to do a 

gainer off the high dive but 
belly flopped. What property 

of water caused Billy to break 
his ribs when he hit the water 

on his belly flop?

Cohesion

Adhesion

Surface Tension

Capillary Action



Answer: • Surface Tension due to Cohesion



The 
property of 
water that 

causes 
waves is?

• High Surface Tension

• Adhesion

• High Heat Capacity/High Specific Heat

• Universal Solvent



Answer: • High Surface Tension.



What is 
surface 

tension?

• When a film is created on the surface of water based on 
cohesive forces that doesn’t allow the surface to be 
broken. 

• Examples: water skeeters, drops on a penny, a paper 
clip floating on water.



What is 
capillary 

action?

• It is an example of adhesion when water sticks things 
other than itself. 

• Capillary action is when water sticks to the side of a 
tube and pulls it’s way up that tube. 



Water 
Clinging to 

a spider 
Web is an 

example of 
________?

• Capillary action

• Cohesion

• Adhesion

• High Specific Heat



Answer: • Adhesion



Plants, like celery, pull 
water from the ground 

through their 
roots. The water travels 

up towards the top of 
the plant. What process 

allows the water to get 
up to the leaves?

• Universal Solvent

• Cohesion

• Adhesion

• Capillary Action



Answer: • Capillary Action



Each beaker is filled with the same 
amount of different liquids. The line 

drawn in the tube represents the 
meniscus of the liquid. Answer the 

following questions based on the 
diagram of the tubes and your 

knowledge of the properties of water.

Move to the next slide…



Which 
Substance 

demonstrate
s the most 

adhesion to 
the tube?



Answer: • Substance A



What is 
specific 

heat?



Answer: • The amount of energy it takes to raise 1 Gram of a 
substance by 1 degree Celsius. Basically it is how much 
energy it takes to raise or lower a temperature.



Because much of the Earth 
is water, the temperature of 
the Earth can be regulated 

by the Earth's 
oceans. Water requires 

much more energy to 
increase its temperature 

than the dry land 
does. This is because water 

has a high

• Salinity

• Specific heat

• Positive charge

• Depth



Answer: • High specific heat



Your body 
temperature stays 

close to 98.6 
degrees all the 

time. Why does 
this happen?



Answer: • Water has a high specific heat and acts as an insulator. 
Our bodies rarely change temperatures because we are 
made mostly of water.



Your body 
temperature stays 

close to 98.6 degrees 
all the time. When 

you get hot, you 
sweat to cool 

down. This is an 
example of:

• Homeostasis

• Heterostasis

• Activation Energy

• Reactivation Energy



Answer • Homeostasis



Water is 
good a 

dissolving 
many 

substances 
because it is 

_______?

• Charged with energy

• A non-polar molecule

• Very abundant in the ocean

• A polar molecule



Answer • A polar molecule, because water is polar we know it as 
a universal solvent. It can dissolve almost anything!



What can 
water NOT 
dissolve as 

our 
universal 

solvent?



Answer: • Non polar substances such as oils and fats.



T/F: Ice is 
more dense 
than liquid 

water.



Answer: • False, ice is less dense that is why it can float!



Describe 
and Draw 

the pH 
Scale.



Answer
High H+

High OH-

H20 à H+  +   OH-



If a 
substance 

has a pH of 
12 it is:

• Very acidic

• Very basic

• neutral



Answer: • Very Basic



A student tests the pH of a basic 
substance (11) after adding 25 

drops of a weak acid to the 
substance. He finds that the 

substances pH is a ____________ 
on the pH scale?

• A stronger base

• A weaker base

• A weak acid

• A strong acid



Answer • A weak base.

• The acid makes the substance less basic but it isn’t 
strong enough to make it acidic.



Use the following scenario to answer the next 4 questions:

Charles wants to design an experiment to see how plants 
respond to acid rain. He takes green water plants and 

places them in water of varying pH measurements. His 
pH levels are 2.5, 6.0, 7.0, and 9.0. Each day, he records 

the health of the plants by counting the leaves and 
recording the color. Answer the following questions based 

on this scenario.



What was the independent variable?
What was the dependent variable?
Why is only one independent variable tested?
If plants in the 2.5 and 9.0 range died which 
conclusion is justified?

Plants do not grow well in pH extremes
Plants do not grow will in bases
Plants do not grow well in acids
Plants grow anywhere.



Answers: • pH levels

• Leaf # and color

• You only test one variable so you know what caused the changes

• Plants do not grow well in pH extremes.



***********
Why is water 
important to 

living 
organisms 

and 
maintaining 
homeostasis?
************

• It’s a good insulator, allows temperature change, 
universal solvent and acts as a coolant.

• It protects against fire, it is nice to drink, you can 
wakeboard on it, and I love to swim!

• It’s a bad insulator, resists change of temperature, it’s a 
universal solvent, and is a coolant.

• It’s a good insulator, resists change of temperature, it’s 
a universal solvent, and is a coolant.



Answer: • It’s a good insulator, resists change of temperature, it’s 
a universal solvent, and is a coolant.

• THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT!

• MAKE SURE YOU KNOW THIS!


